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Created Stones Jewellery/ Lab Grown
Jewellery of the Year

14) Jewellery of the Year
(Theme of the Year - Colonial Elegance and
Indian Heritage)

15) Jewellery Innovation Excellence Award
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The participants must submit a picture of the entire 
jewellery set along with individual piece images of 
the set.  If a participant fails to upload the picture of 
the entire jewellery set and only uploads individual 
piece images, the entry will not be accepted and will 
be disqualified from the awards.
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Created Stones Jewellery/
Lab Grown Jewellery of the Year 

The Jewellery piece submitted under this category
should be primarily made with CZ or Swarovski crystal
or CVD Diamond/ Lab Grown Diamond in Silver or Gold 
(14kt/18kt /22kt) or Platinum.

The participants must submit a picture of the entire 
jewellery set along with individual piece images of 
the set.  If a participant fails to upload the picture of 
the entire jewellery set and only uploads individual 
piece images, the entry will not be accepted and will 
be disqualified from the awards.









The Piece in this category should be an accessory and 
used for styling or fashion and can be either wearable 
or non-wearable in nature.
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Jewellery of the Year -
Colonial Elegance and Indian Heritage

Theme
Colonial Elegance and Indian Heritage
This theme invites designers to create jewellery that 
blends the opulence of the British Raj with India's 
cultural legacy. Key elements include:

Cultural Fusion: Combine traditional Indian techniques, 
crafts, costumes, Musical Instruments with Western 
styles.

Historical Icons: Draw inspiration from Maharajas, 
colonial architecture, and vintage fashion.

The jewellery piece submitted under this category must 
be made of gold or platinum or silver, with or without 
enameling, colored gemstones, diamond, pearls, coral, 
beads

The Jewellery piece submitted under this category
should be according to the theme

The jewellery design submitted under this category 
should be wearable in nature

The participant should only submit picture of the
jewellery. The sketches of the design/CAD images will
not be accepted and will be disqualified from the 
awards
  
The participant can apply in the same category with
multiple designs provided they submit the different
theme/design

Heritage Sites: Incorporate elements from India's 
heritage sites and historical eras.

Legacy: Celebrate the cultural exchange between India 
and Britain during the colonial period.

Designers will honour and reimagine the past's 
elegance and grandeur, creating jewellery that 
embodies both colonial and Indian heritage.



Jewellery Innovation
Excellence Award

The jewellery piece submitted under this category can 
be of any substance but must include of any metal - 
Silver/Gold/Platinum, with or without enameling, 
colored gemstones, diamond, pearls, coral, beads

Entries should showcase unique and original designs 
with innovative techniques or materials, 
demonstrate high-quality craftsmanship, and have a 
strong aesthetic appeal. Designs must balance 
creativity with functionality and wearability, use 
unconventional or sustainable materials, align with 
market trends, and exhibit technical complexity. 
Each piece should clearly communicate its concept 
and inspiration.

The Jewellery piece submitted under this category
should be according to the theme

The jewellery design submitted under this category 
should be wearable in nature

The participant should only submit picture of the
jewellery. The sketches of the design/CAD images will
not be accepted and will be disqualified from the
awards
  
The participant can apply in the same category with
multiple designs provided they submit the different
theme/design

In case of multiple entries submitted with the same
design, only one entry will be considered for the
respective category

The name/logo/initials of the brand/store or name of
any key person related to the brand should not be
mentioned on the jewellery design or description while 
applying for the awards. Such entries found will be 
disqualified from the awards

In case of multiple entries submitted with the same
design, only one entry will be considered for the
respective category

The name/logo/initials of the brand/store or name of
any key person related to the brand should not be
mentioned on the jewellery design or description while
applying for the awards. Such entries found will be
disqualified from the awards
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and Nagaland.

New Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, 
Chhattisgarh, Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, 
Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Rajasthan

Andra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, 
Kerla, Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry,
Andaman & Nicobar
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If the awards category consisits of Jewellery set/pieces, participants must first submit a picture of the entire jewellery set. 
Only after this, can individual piece images be uploaded. If a participant fails to upload the picture of the entire jewellery set 
and only uploads individual piece images, the entry will not be accepted and will be disqualified from the awards.



June 18, 2024

Aug 16, 2024
Aug 21, 2024

Aug 31, 2024

Sep 5, 2024

Sep 26, 2024


